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That was characteristic of the Ethiopians. Three days
before this Dedjazmatch, formerly tutor of the Emperor,
had said that he had found a place where he could make a
dugout for the Emperor near the front line.
He had done nothing : and he had not even told us that
he had done nothing.
I got down at once to the job with nay men and cut a
trench with defences—work which took the whole night.
A high full moon lit up the little platform with the
Imperial tent, the southern slope of the mountain and that
sad road where every step was covered with the frightful
dead bodies of Ras Mulugeta's army. The Emperor was
obviously at high tension. He ordered the position of his
tent to be changed several times.
The great chiefs came again to beg the Emperor to put
off the day of the offensive. Their forces were not all
assembled, they said. Besides, they added, they had not pro-
perly studied the country by which they would have to attack.
A kind of military council was called by His Majesty,
but it was almost impossible to speak and utterly impossible
to hear. The soldiers, strung up by waiting so long for
the offensive, kept on firing their guns into the air. Some
of the nearer ones were arrested and beaten soundly, but
that did not stop the row.
The   military   council   postponed   the   offensive    unti
Tuesday.   I climbed to the mountain crest again.   In the
moonlight,  grey  masses  lay  tumbled   anywhere  on  the
slope . . . Ethiopian warriors wrapped in their shammas
and sleeping after a tiring day.
On Monday morning the Emperor, his suite and the
different chiefs climbed to the hilltop. The Emperor
spent a little while in the trench which I had prepared for
him ; then got out, and dropping the black cape from his
shoulders, leaned against a tree. He fixed his eyes on the
enemy positions in the distance.
I looked at him.
Slim, still young in appearance, very carefully dressed
... he did not look like an Ethiopian at all. The way he
stood, motionless and concentrated, betrayed a mind
working hard.

